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China experience 

• In 1986, Eddie joined a pioneering firm to establish five world-class restaurants 
in the Shenzhen International Trade Business Centre, the first restaurants of their 
kind in China. 

• In early 90, Eddie helped Acer Group setup Acer China in Beijing HQ 

• In 2000, also worked as a venture capitalist responsible $230M for executing 
investment opportunities in Shanghai and Hong Kong. 

• In 2005, worked as a task force team, strategic relocated Acer Beijing HQ to 
Shanghai. 

 

ABOUT EDDIE LEE  
 

With over 30 years of finance and operations experience, Eddie Lee is the founder 

of OneHub Business Development Centre, First Financial Controller Inc., and 

Canada Business Enterprise. Eddie manages over a dozen companies in Canada 

and helps overseas organizations as a CFO and senior executive. He also focused 

on serving the Ontario Asian community by established OneHub Growth 

Organization. 

  

Eddie's business background is rich and encompasses different premier 

organizations and work. Eddie devoted most of his years at the Acer Group, a 

leading multinational IT provider, as a leader overseeing their financial operations. 

During this time, Eddie helped Acer set up their China operations and implement 

special projects. Examples included business strategy development, downsizing, 

cost reductions, process reengineering, strategic relocation, and inventory 

management, which helped Acer build functional excellence and accelerate growth. 

  

Eddie's tenure living in Europe for over ten years also allowed him to exercise his 

soft skills. The extensive working experience he gained from working in cities across 

the globe such as Toronto, Winnipeg, London, Zurich, Milan, Paris, San Jose, 

Barcelona, Stockholm, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Beijing, and Shanghai shaped him into 

an effective leader. He is familiar with the customs of all kinds of people and works 

well with them in various environments and settings. Eddie incorporates many 

ideas and knowledge from different cities into his work. 

  

Eddie more recently worked with Nygard International, a leader in women's fashion 

in Canada, to help it grow and reduce costs. Over four years, he successfully 

provided financial management and analysis to drive business performance growth 

and continuous improvement. 

  

In terms of his education field, Eddie pursued his first degree in finance and 

administration in Hong Kong, where he also subsequently took his MBA. Eddie also 

obtained an EMBA in Supply Chain from the ETH Swiss Federal Institute of 

Technology in Zurich.  (ETH Ranked in the top 10 best global universities in the world 

according to The Times Higher Education and other organizations). 
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CONTACT 
 

Unit 1 & 4, 205 Torbay Road, 

Markham, L3R 3W4 

 

+1 (647) 938-4618  

eddie@OneHub.ca  

www.OneHub.ca 

www.FirstFinancialController.ca   

www.OneHubGrowth.com 


